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The topic of jitter is becoming increasingly critical to the
proper design of digital subsystems. In the past, digital
designers were largely concerned with functional issues.
Now, in addition to debugging the functionality of a
design, digital designers are also called upon to investigate
parametric issues. These parametric issues have
a signifi cant impact on the design, operation, and proof
of operation of a digital product.

At bit transfer rates exceeding a gigabit per second,
the analog nature of signals can become frustratingly
apparent. Designers can no longer remain in the ideal
binary realm of 1s and 0s, verifying that their logic
performs its functions. They must also move into the
parametric realm, dealing with ambiguity and
measuring how well their designs work.

As new data transfer standards (Infi niBand, PCI
Express, 10-Gigabit Ethernet, FibreChannel, DDR,
HyperTransport, and RapidIO, to name just a few) with
ever faster bit transfer rates are proposed and implemented,
designers must concern themselves with the
ultimate analog nature of electronic signals: There may
be digital circuits that transfer binary data, but there
really is no such thing as a digital waveform.

This application note is for engineers who design data
transfer systems and components operating at over a
gigabit per second, and so must be concerned with the
effects of jitter on their system's bit error ratio (BER).

Measuring jitter in digital systems
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Why measure jitter?

Figure 1: Jitter can cause a receiver to misinterpret 
transmitted digital data

Figure 2: Jitter can cause phase advance or delay in a signal: (a) 
a regular clock signal with a 50% duty cycle, (b) the same clock 
signal with a sinusoidal phase perturbation at 1/10 the original 
signal, and with an amplitude of 4/3π, and (c) a phase versus 
time plot of the phase-perturbation sinusoid.

Jitter isn’t measured just to create statistics. It is
measured because jitter can cause transmission errors.
If jitter results in a signal being on the “wrong side”
of the transition threshold at the sampling point, the
receiving circuit will interpret that bit differently than
the transmitter intended, causing a bit error (Figure 1).

Figure 2a shows a clock signal, and Figure 2b shows
the same pulse train with a phase perturbation (in this
case, extra phase in the form of a sinusoid at 1/10 the
rate of the original signal with an amplitude of 4/3 π).
This causes the original, very regular 50-percent-duty-cycle 
pulse train to become compressed and stretched over time.

Comparing the two signals shows the phase advance
and delay. The vertical line between the two signals is
at a point where the phase-perturbed signal has advanced 
more than a half cycle, about a 240-degree phase shift or 
change of 4/3 π radians, with a rising edge where the 
original signal has a falling edge. Figure 2c is a plot of phase 
versus time. In the real world it would be extremely unlikely 
to encounter such a nice regular sine wave for phase jitter.

Transmitted
Waveform
Received
Waveform
Interpreted
Waveform

Jitter can be defi ned as “the deviation of the signifi cant
instances of a signal from their ideal location in time,”
or more simply, how early or late a signal transitions
with reference to when it should transition. In a digital
signal the signifi cant instances are the transition
(crossover) points and the time reference is generated
from the sampled data or is externally provided.

This defi nition allows for many interpretations of
jitter. Absolute jitter is the rms (root means squared)
evaluation of many edge measurements from an
expected location or absolute time reference. 
Cycle-to-cycle jitter measures the time differences between
successive edges of a signal, and period jitter is an rms 
calculation of the difference of each period from a 
waveform average. Of most interest in current standards
is the Time Interval Error (TIE) representation of jitter. This 
expresses the deviation in time using either the actual 
transmitter clock or a reconstruction of it from the sampled 
data set, and takes the form of instantaneous phase varia-
tions for each bit period of the waveform captured.

Figure 2a Ideal Clock

Figure 2b Jittered Clock

Figure 2c Phase vs. Time Plot

Eye diagrams portray jitter intuitively
The most fundamental, intuitive view of jitter is provided
by the “eye diagram.”An eye diagram is a composite view
of all the bit periods of a captured waveform superimposed
upon each other. In other words, the waveform
trajectory from the start of period 2 to the start of
period 3 is overlaid on the trajectory from the start of
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Figure 3: An idealized eye diagram
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Figure 5: The sources of jitter can be internal or external 
to a circuit

period 1 to the start of period 2, and so on for all bit
periods. Figure 3 shows an idealized eye diagram, very
straight and symmetrical with smooth transitions (left
and right crossing points), and a large, wide-open eye to
provide an ideal location to sample a bit. At this point
the waveform should have settled to its high or low value
and is least likely to result in a bit error.

Jitter, or timing error, is caused by amplitude-to-phase
conversion mechanisms and phase noise. Figure 4
portrays a detailed view of a rising edge, and clearly
illustrates the mechanism for jitter caused by amplitude
noise. Phase noise is portrayed as an edge variation that
results from a timing-circuit error as might be caused by
noise in a crystal oscillator. In modern serial buses, the
amplitude noise is a bigger problem in the clock-recovery
function than in the actual data transition, as imperfect
clock recovery will cause the data to be strobed on rising

or falling edges where data errors are most likely to
occur. Imperfect clock recovery is shown in Figure 5
with a t block representing phase advance or delay in
the clock data recovery (CDR) block due to amplitude-to-
phase conversion mechanisms, phase noise of VCOs
or oscillators, and phase locked loop design fl aws.

An obvious solution to eliminate the amplitude noise
contribution is to make the transition times as instanta-
neous as possible. While plausible in theory, this would
require a high bandwidth that either doesn’t exist
because the channel won’t allow it, or shouldn’t exist
because it implies ineffi cient use of available bandwidth.
Another solution is to move the sampling point farther
from the edge, but this implies slowing the data rate, and
data rate is usually not an alterable parameter.

Jitter reduction requires a multifaceted view
Jitter can arise from sources internal and external to
your circuit, as illustrated in Figure 5. You need to
eliminate or reduce those sources of jitter arising internally
as much as possible. Aside from logic-family noise,
you have the ability to model, anticipate, and mitigate
internal jitter performance. However, you might have
no control over external sources of jitter, so you need
to determine their net effect on your design.THRESHOLD
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Figure 4: Amplitude and phase noise can combine to cause jitter
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By representing jitter in terms of phase perturbation
only, it is possible to consider different domains for
analysis. In mathematical terms, the phase error
(advance or delay) is generalized with the function
ϕj (t), so the equation for a pulsed signal affected by
jitter becomes:
S(t) = P [2πƒdt + ϕj (t)],
where P is used to denote a sequence of periodic pulses.

This leads to mathematically equivalent expressions for
jitter. Since the argument of the function is in radians,
dividing ∆ϕ(peak or rms phase) by 2π expresses jitter in
terms of the unit interval (UI), or bit period (for the pulses):

J(UI) = (      )
  
Unit interval expression is useful because it allows
immediate comparison with the bit period and a
consistent comparison of jitter between one data rate
or standard and another.

Dividing the jitter in unit intervals by the frequency of
the pulse (or multiplying by the bit period) yields the
jitter in time units:

J(t) = (          )

Viewing jitter as phase variation leads to three ways of
expressing or representing jitter, and therefore to three
domains for analysis, to build that comprehensive view
of the jitter affecting your circuit. The three domains or
approaches for jitter analysis each provides its own
insight into the nature of the jitter affecting the measured
device. Jitter can be analyzed in the time domain
(jitter amplitude versus time), the modulation domain
(radians versus time, phase versus time, and time versus
time), and the frequency domain (amplitude of jitter
components versus their frequency, or analysis of phase
modulation sidebands).

Jitter characteristics depend on its sources
Jitter on a signal will have different characteristics
depending on its causes, so categorizing the sources of
jitter becomes important for measuring and analyzing
jitter. The fi rst category is random noise mechanisms,
processes that randomly introduce noise to a system.
These sources include:
  • thermal noise (KTB noise, which is associated
    with electron fl ow in conductors and increases with
    bandwidth, temperature, and noise resistance)
  • shot noise (electron and hole noise in a semiconductor,
    which rises depending on bias current
    and measurement bandwidth)
  • fl icker (pink) noise (noise that is spectrally
    related to 1/ƒ)
These exist in all semiconductors and components, and
play the most signifi cant roles in phase locked loop
designs, oscillator topologies and designs, and crystal
performance.
The second category is system mechanisms, effects on
a signal that result from characteristics of its digital
system. Examples of system-related noise sources include:
  • crosstalk from radiated or conducted signals
  • dispersion effects
  • impedance mismatch
The third category is data-dependent mechanisms, those
in which the patterns or other characteristics of the data
being transferred affect the net jitter seen in the receiver.
Data-dependent jitter sources include:
  • intersymbol interference
  • duty-cycle distortion
  • pseudo random bit sequence periodicity

Bounded/deterministic vs unbounded/random jitter
Often the sources of jitter are categorized into two types,
bounded and unbounded. Bounded jitter sources reach
maximum and minimum phase deviation values within
an identifi able time interval. This type of jitter is also
called deterministic, and results from systematic and
data-dependent jitter-producing mechanisms (the second
and third groups identifi ed above). Unbounded jitter

 ∆ϕ 
 2π 

 ∆ϕ 
 2π fd 
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Figure 6: An eye disgram with the TIE histograms derived from
its crossover points

sources do not achieve a maximum or minimum phase
deviation within any time interval, and jitter amplitude
from these sources theoretically approaches infi nity. This
type of jitter is referred to as random and results from
random noise sources identifi ed in the fi rst group above.

So the total jitter on a signal, specifi ed by the phase
error function ϕj (t), is the sum of the deterministic
and random jitter components affecting the signal:

ϕj (t) = ϕj (t)D + ϕj (t)R.

ϕj(t)D, the deterministic jitter component, related as a
peak-to-peak value, JppD, is determined by adding the
maximum phase (or time) advance and phase (or time)
delay produced by the deterministic (bounded) jitter
sources.
ϕj(t)R, the random jitter component, related as a standard
deviation value, Jrms

R, is a composite of all random
noise sources affecting the signal. Random jitter is
assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, and is defi ned
by the mean and sigma of that Gaussian distribution.
To determine the jitter produced by the random noise
sources, the Gaussian function representing this random
jitter must be determined and its sigma evaluated.

Calculating total jitter
To calculate the total jitter on a signal, the Gaussian random
jitter and the peak-to-peak deterministic jitter must
be combined in such a manner as to support the expected
BER performance of the underlying digital link. In order
to arrive at this relation (to BER), the random and determin-
istic components must be understood separately.

As previously mentioned, the deterministic component
of jitter is determined by calculating the greatest
difference in time for transitions across the digital
circuit threshold due to deterministic sources. It is
denoted as JppD.

A horizontal line through the intersection of the
rising and falling edges (crossover points) indicates
the transition threshold. Plotting the number of
threshold crossings at each point across the unit
interval produces the histogram shown at the bottom
of the fi gure. The two humps are Gaussian functions,
indicating that only random jitter is present.

Any transition of the left crossing point that occurs past
(to the right of) the sampling point indicates a potential
bit error. Likewise, any transition of the right crossing
point that occurs before the sampling point also indicates
a potential bit error. To quantify this concept, you
can integrate the Gaussian function derived from the
right histogram from negative infi nity to the sampling
point, and then integrate the Gaussian function from the
left histogram from the sampling point to positive
infi nity. Adding these two areas together gives the
probability area that an error occurs in sampling (the
bit error ratio). This assumes equal probability of 1s
and 0s in the digital waveform.

Random jitter is more diffi cult to understand and evaluate
due to its inherent statistical uncertainty. An eye
diagram and its derived histogram (Figure 6) can help
show the relationship of random jitter and BER. This eye
diagram is not as clean as the one in Figure 3: The wave-
form is spread out or “fuzzy” rather than being relatively
thin, an indication that it is affected by random jitter.
However, the area around the sample point is suffi ciently
open to permit acceptable data transmission.
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Figure 7: Minimum number of sigma (multiplier factor)
for various BERs

Figure 8: An eye diagram with an irregular shape

The BER as a function of the sampling point location
on the Gaussian curve, expressed as the number of
sigma from the mean, has been calculated and tabulated.
To achieve a BER of 10-12 (a common requirement of
many modern standards), the crossover point of the
signal must be at least 7σ from the sampling point
(assumed here to be centrally located in the unit
interval), or in other words, the signal must have a
unit interval of at least 14σ. If the estimated sigma is
too large, causing the sampling point to be less than
7σ from the mean on either crossover point, then you
have a problem with random jitter alone, and you
have to fi nd a way to increase the unit interval (rarely
an option) or reduce the random jitter (σ). If the
space between the crossover point and the ideal sampling
point is greater than 7σ, then you have some
margin in achieving the required 10-12 BER. A list
of the minimum number of sigma between crossover
points for various BERs is shown in Figure 7.

the deterministic processes and random processes are
statistically independent). Then use the aforementioned
process for determining random jitter again, but with a
bias or time offset in the result. It thus follows that total
jitter is calculated:

JTOTAL = 14σ+ JppD (for a BER of 10-12)

A case study: jitter evaluation on an eye diagram
Figure 8 is an eye diagram of a waveform that is even
less ideal than the fuzzy eye diagram of Figure 6.
However, the characteristics of its irregular shape reveal
much about it, even with simple observation rather than
complex measurements.

Keep in mind that this discussion so far applies to purely
Gaussian functions with identical sigmas for the left and
right distributions, which would be the case if they arise
from purely random processes. In practice, however,
these are not identical, so many standards stipulate that
the sigmas be averaged to generate the effective process
sigma, which provides a good approximation given that
the values are close.

Once the random jitter component (σ) has been
statistically calculated, then it can be combined with the
deterministic jitter components to obtain the total peak-to-
peak jitter and determine whether it is within your
system’s “jitter budget.” To combine these, use the worst-
case deterministic value as the effective mean for the
random Gaussian process (an acknowledgement that

10-4

10-6

10-7

10-9

10-11

10-12

10-13

10-15

7.438

9.507

10.399

11.996

13.412

14.069

14.698

15.883

For one thing, the bottom appears to have a smaller
amplitude variation than the top, so the signal seems
to carry more 0s than 1s. There are four different
trajectories in the bottom, so at least four 0s in a row
are possible, whereas on top there appears to be no
more than two trajectories, indicating the waveform
contains at most only two 1s in a row. The waveform
has two different rising and falling edges, indicating
the presence of deterministic jitter. The rising edges
have a greater spread than the falling edges, and
some of the crossover points intersect below the
threshold level, indicating duty-cycle distortion, with
0s having a longer cycle or on-time than 1s.
.
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Figure 9: The same eye diagram without the area below the 
threshold, allowinganalysis of its random and deterministic 
jitter.

Figure 10: The same eye diagram showing all jitter 
components.

Figure 9 shows the same eye diagram with the area
below the threshold cut off, to better illustrate random
and deterministic jitter. All the jitter elements could be
analyzed on either crossing point as they are equivalent,
but both are used to reduce clutter on the fi gure. Peak-to-
peak deterministic jitter components are identifi ed
and labeled JAppD and JDppD (for Advance and Delay peak-
to-peak deterministic jitter). Deterministic jitter is the
worst-case difference between a determined crossing
point and a rising (or falling) edge, not the difference
between two rising (or falling) edges. The center of the
signal trajectories is used to measure the peak-to-peak
value. If the trajectories were averaged extensively, then
they would appear as thin lines.

The total peak-to-peak deterministic jitter is obtained
by adding together the most advanced and delayed
deterministic jitter components, rather than all of them.
In other words, the peak-to-peak deterministic jitter is
the difference (delta) between the worst-case mean
trajectories around a crossing point. If this circuit was
affected by some other bounded uncorrelated jitter
(such as crosstalk) from a source that was turned off
during this test but turned on during a later test, its
peak-to-peak value would need to be analyzed to see
if it resulted in a greater phase advance or delay than
the jitter components depicted here, and therefore
greater total deterministic jitter (JppD).

The random component of jitter is not as easy to deter-
mine in an eye diagram. In simplistic terms, the random
jitter sigma is a measure of the processes that make the
traces wide, but without knowing the length of time or
the number of bit periods that went into this eye diagram,

there is no way to measure the sigma defi nitely.
The trajectory width is an indication of sigma magnitude,
but it is not the sigma itself.

Finally for this case study, Figure 10 brings all the jitter
components together as in the total jitter equation
derived earlier. The deterministic component of the jitter
on this waveform appears to be the most signifi cant, and
therefore the jitter component on which to concentrate
jitter-reduction efforts, but again, this is a function of the
persistence time used to capture the waveform. If the
signal was captured for only a short time, then the actual
random jitter could be much greater than it appears and
would also be worthy of effort to reduce it.

Jitter measurement viewpoints
Now that jitter has been briefl y described and explained,
different ways to measure and view jitter can be examined.
These various jitter measurement viewpoints can
each provide insight into the nature of the jitter affecting
your system or device. Mentally integrating the different
viewpoints can provide a more complete picture of the
jitter, leading you to the jitter's source and helping to
identify ways to reduce or eliminate it.

Jitter viewpoints range from the now-familiar eye
diagram and histograms in the time domain, to
frequency-domain analysis of jitter content, to views
that allow separation of the random and deterministic
components of the overall peak-to-peak jitter. Also
included are methods for measuring a system’s
response to jitter (jitter tolerance and jitter transfer).
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Figure 11: Agilent's jitter measurement tools and the
measurement viewpoints they provide

Agilent Technologies supplies a wide range of jitter
measurement tools to provide these viewpoints. Agilent’s
jitter solutions and the measurement viewpoints each
provides are shown in Figure 11.

Eye diagrams revisited
It should be clear from the case study that the eye
diagram intuitively provides much information about
the jitter on a signal as well as many of its other character-
istics. For example, when intersymbol interference is
present, those sections of the waveform with many
transitions have a different characteristic from those
where continuous identical digits are transmitted,
which could be caused by having a low-pass structure
before the detector or a high-pass structure that causes
droop. Multiple distinct rising and falling edges
probably indicate data-dependent jitter.

Not only does the eye diagram present a multitude of
information, it is also simple to obtain and can be
acquired from any circuit with live data, requiring no

particular driving input or stimulation to the device. It
can be used effectively for random or pseudorandom
data, and is a bandwidth measurement. 

Figure 12 shows another eye diagram. This one portrays
a signal in which the transitions mostly center around
the crossing points, but intermittently advance and then
return to the crossing points. This is defi nitely 
deterministic jitter, but does not appear to be a data-de-
pendent problem. It could be caused by a faulty oscillator,
perhaps a crystal or VCO locking problem.

Histograms

The histogram is another jitter measurement viewpoint.
At their most basic, histograms plot the range of
values exhibited by the analyzed parameter (often time
or magnitude) on the x-axis versus the frequency of
occurrence on the y-axis.

Histograms provide a level of insight that the eye
diagram cannot show, and so are very useful for
understanding a circuit and for diagnosing problems.
In addition, histograms, particularly the Time
Interval Error histogram, are key data sets for jitter
separation routines required by various digital bus
standards. For troubleshooting, waveform parameters
such as rise time, fall time, period, and duty cycle
can be histogrammed. These histograms clearly illustrate
conditions such as multimodal performance
distributions, which can then be correlated to circuit
conditions such as transmitted patterns.

Figure 13 shows a histogram of period jitter. The left
hump appears to have a normal Gaussian shape but the
right side has two peaks. Further analysis reveals that
this signal, a clock reference, has a second and fourth
harmonic causing the problem.
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Figure 12: Eye diagram showing non-data dependent 
deterministic Jitter

Figure 13: Histogram of period jitter
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Figure 14: TIE histogram

 A key application of the histogram shows the
frequency of occurrence of the Time Interval Error (TIE) 
values for all bit transitions in a waveform capture. The 
TIE is the difference in time between the actual threshold 
crossing and the expected transition point (or derived 
clock edge). 

The TIE histogram is of particular importance for 
separating random from deterministic jitter, as is described 
below. It is derived by taking a pixel-wide slice through the 
threshold level and counting the transition occurrences at 
each time “bucket” from the expected transition point.

Figure 14 shows an eye diagram and its associated TIE
histogram. This eye diagram is shifted so that it centers
on the transition or crossing point between two eyes.
This waveform appears to have two distinct rising and
falling edges, indicating the presence of deterministic
jitter, but all trajectories are spread out or fuzzy, so a
large random jitter component is also present.

The bathtub plot
Another viewpoint of jitter is provided by the “bathtub
plot” (Figure 15), so named because its characteristic
curve looks like the cross section of a bathtub. It is
a graph of BER versus sampling point throughout the
unit interval. It is typically shown with a log scale,
which illustrates the functional relationship of sampling
time to bit error ratio.

The histogram derived from this eye diagram's transition
point has a bimodal characteristic rather than a single
Gaussian curve. This is indicative of a signal with both
random and deterministic jitter. An eyeball estimate
indicates that the deterministic jitter is about 3σ wide,
which implies that the 14 σ random jitter contribution
to the composite jitter budget will dominate. Thus the
engineer must decide whether it is easier to reduce the
random jitter sigma by 10 percent or eliminate half the
deterministic jitter.
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Figure 14: Bathtub plot

When the sampling point is at or near the transition
points, the BER is 0.5 (equal probability for success or
failure of a bit transmission). The curve is fairly fl at in
these regions, which are dominated by deterministic
jitter mechanisms.

As the sampling point moves inward from both ends
of the unit interval, the BER drops off precipitously.
These regions are dominated by random jitter mechanisms
and the BER is determined by the sigma of the
Gaussian processes producing the random jitter. As
expected, the center of the unit interval provides the
optimum sampling point. Note that there is BER
measured for the middle sampling times. Again an
eyeball estimate reveals that the curves would likely
exceed 10-18 BER at the .5 point of the unit interval.
In this case, even for a 10-Gbps system it would take
over 3x108 seconds to obtain that value.
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The curves of the bathtub plot readily show the transmis-
sion-error margins at the BER level of interest. The
further the left edge is from the right edge at a specifi ed
BER (again, 10-12 is commonly used), the more margin
the design has to jitter, and of course, the closer these
edges become, the less margin is available. These edges
are directly related to the tails of the Gaussian functions
derived from TIE histograms. The bathtub plot can also
be used to separate random and deterministic jitter
and determine the sigma of the random component, as
described below.

Frequency-domain jitter views
Viewing jitter in the frequency domain is yet another
way to analyze its sources. Deterministic jitter sources
appear as line spectra in the frequency domain. This
frequency-domain view is provided by phase noise
or jitter spectrum analysis, and relates phase noise or
jitter versus frequency offset from a carrier or clock.

Phase-noise measurements yield the most accurate
appraisals of jitter due to effective oversampling and
bandwidth control in measurement. They provide
invaluable insights into a design, particularly for phase
locked loop or crystal oscillator designs, and readily
identify deterministic jitter due to spurs. They are
helpful for optimizing clock recovery circuits and
discovering internal generators of spurs and noise.

Phase-noise measurements can also be integrated over
a specifi c bandwidth to yield total integrated jitter,
although this is not directly convertible to peak-to-peak
jitter as specifi ed for data communications standards.
Figure 16 shows an intrinsic jitter spectrum of a phase
locked loop. 

Noise peaking occurs at a 2-kHz offset. There are also 
frequency lines that identify deterministic jitter sources. 
The frequency lines ranging from 60 Hz to about 800 Hz are 
power-line spurs. Frequency lines evident in the range of 
2 to 7 MHz are most likely clock reference-induced spurs, 
again causing deterministic jitter.

Another method of obtaining a frequency-domain viewpoint
of jitter is to take an FFT of the Time Interval Error data. The 
FFT has much less resolution than the low-level phase-
noise view, but is an excellent method of viewing high-level 
phenomena quickly and easily.

Figure 17 shows a number of views of the same signal, a 
456-MHz clock signal as shown on the top trace. The
second line shows the histogram of a transition point. This 
histogram is obviously not Gaussian, indicating the 
presence of deterministic as well as random jitter on the 
signal. The third line plots Time Interval Error versus time; 
ideally with no jitter this would be a straight line. If this sig-
nal were a data signal rather than a clock signal, it would be 
possible to correlate data patterns to the TIE. For instance, 
if every time a 0010 sequence appeared on the data trace 
the TIE was positive, some sort of data-dependent jitter
would be indicated.

Figure 16: Intrinsic jitter spectrum

Figure 14: Several views of a 456-MHz clock signal (A), 
including, a histogram of a transition point (B), TIE versus time 
(C), and an FFT of the TIE data (D).
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Finally, the bottom trace plots the FFT of the TIE and
shows the frequency content of the signal. The peak at
the center results from a subharmonic in the clock circuit
at 114 MHz, causing a spur. This is a form of bounded,
deterministic jitter; even with infi nite persistence this
spur would not grow over time. This spur is also
responsible for the asymmetry of the histogram and the
periodicity of the TIE graph.

Far less obvious is the small hump on the left side,
from 0 to 10 MHz. With infi nite persistence this hump
would continue to rise and exceed the center spur in
magnitude, so it appears to be caused by random noise.
If the signal was a pseudorandom bit sequence rather
than a clock signal, the spectra of the sequence would
be visible. As these sequences get longer and longer
the distance between spectra becomes smaller and
disappears in the limit (pure random data with no
repetition), and there would be a continuous spectrum.
This suggests that as the repetition rate decreases it
becomes more likely that jitter separation routines
would confuse the deterministic mechanism of pseudoran-
dom bit sequence repetition with random jitter.

Separating random and deterministic jitter
Although not strictly a jitter measurement viewpoint,
separating the random and deterministic components
of the jitter on a signal is critical to analyzing it, both
for troubleshooting and for specifying the robustness
of the design. If you can isolate the deterministic
jitter and then calculate the process sigma for the
random jitter, you can estimate BER (as shown in a
previous section) with little test time, and determine
your design margin without the long measuring
times required to verify a 10-12 BER.

Figure 18 shows the histogram of the crossover
region of an eye diagram. The random jitter can be
analyzed only on the far left and right; in between the
deterministic jitter components dominate. The task is
to fi nd the parameters (mean and sigma) that defi ne
the Gaussian functions on each side. To accomplish this 
you analyze the skirts of the data and fi t a Gaussian curve 
to the edges, thereby fi nding the mean and the sigma. If 
the jitter was truly random the left and right sigmas would 
be identical, but in the real world this is usually not the 
case, so the two sigmas are averaged.

Figure 18: Separating random and deterministic jitter by fitting 
Gaussian curves to the edges of the TIE histogram

One caution is that occurrences on the tails of these
distributions are by nature rare, and so are sensitive
to quantization resolution in amplitude and bin
granularity until enough samples are taken to produce
a smooth curve. In other words, care must be taken
to get enough samples in the statistically rare tail
areas to achieve an accurate, reliable measurement.
Another potential problem is that the data may
look Gaussian when in fact there may be underlying
deterministic contributions. If this is the case then
the estimation of sigma will be inaccurate.

A bathtub plot provides another way of separating
random and deterministic jitter. The top portion of
the curve (dominated by deterministic jitter) is
generated down to a BER of about 10-9.
Curve-fi tting is performed on points clearly on the steep por-
tion of the bathtub curve, to estimate the parameters
that characterize that curve. One of these parameters
is the sigma of the Gaussian curve.

A third method of separating random from deterministic
jitter is to use an FFT of the TIE. With this method, spectral
lines due to deterministic mechanisms are removed
from the jitter spectrum, and an inverse FFT is performed
on the remaining Gaussian noise record to reveal random
jitter without the deterministic component. Suffi cient
length of record and resolution are required for an
accurate result.
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Jitter tolerance and jitter transfer
Not included in the list of viewpoints (Figure 11)
but important nonetheless are two measurements
that don’t actually measure jitter itself, but rather
measure a device’s response to jitter. They are also
different in that they require a measured stimulus
input to the device, rather than just passively
measuring an output or other signal.

Jitter Tolerance is a measure of how a known amount
of input jitter affects the BER of a device. In the
SONet and SDH specifi cations, this is defi ned with a
specifi c algorithm, but it is a useful characterization
for other systems as well. The measurement sequence
requires an instrument such as a pattern generator that
can supply a signal with precise amounts of jitter
(usually sinusoidal), and also a means to measure
raw bit error ratio on the output. The test provides
insight into how well the DUT’s clock recovery circuits
or phase locked loop responds to jitter.

Figure 19 shows a plot of UI jitter amplitude versus
frequency that results in an equivalent 1-dB reduction
in sensitivity after the signal level is adjusted 1dB higher

than that required to establish a given BER (10-12). The
solid line shown is a specifi cation mask that presents
the minimum acceptable jitter tolerance levels.

Jitter Transfer is a measure of the jitter “gain” of a
device. It is another test required by the SONet and
SDH specifi cations, and is particularly applicable to
regenerative-type systems, in which subsystems pass
on the characteristics of the input, so jitter gain in
these devices can multiply through the entire network.
Jitter Transfer is important for characterizing
the phase locked loop response of clock recovery
devices in these systems.

Figure 20 shows a plot of clock recovery performance
as a function of jitter frequency. A specifi cation
template is provided to show the worst-case
performance allowable.
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Figure 19: Jitter Tolerance test results

Figure 20: Clock recovery performance as a function of jitter 
frequency
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After various viewpoints for evaluating jitter are understood,
it is necessary to evaluate the tools required to obtain these 
viewpoints. Before determining your tool requirements, you 
need to consider the types of tests you will be conducting, 
the characteristics of the devices you will be testing, and 
also the testing environment. Some tools may be more 
appropriate for the R&D environment while others have 
advantages in speed and cost per test and are therefore 
more useful in the manufacturing environment. The data 
rate of the devices you will be testing also limits your tool 
choices.

The types of instruments relevant to jitter evaluation
can be grouped into instruments providing stimulus and
those providing jitter measurement and analysis.

Pulse/pattern generator
The pulse/pattern generator is the primary instrument
in the stimulus category. A bit error ratio tester (BERT)
can also provide input stimulus to a DUT and is discussed
with jitter analysis tools.

Pulse/pattern generators must be able to create
arbitrary patterns in either differential or single-ended
structures, with a minimum of phase noise.
They allow selection of pseudorandom structures to
emulate random data; the lengths of these structures
can range from bits to megabits. They also have a jitter
or delay control to allow you to set up a pattern with
a precise amount of jitter, enabling you to characterize
your circuit's response to it, as is required for jitter
tolerance and jitter transfer testing.

Low-level phase-noise/spectrum analyzer
Several instruments are needed to provide the variety of
jitter viewpoints to obtain a comprehensive picture of
the jitter affecting your device or system. A phase-noise
or low-level jitter analysis system is necessary to obtain
an intrinsic jitter spectrum. These instruments provide
the highest level of accuracy in measuring the frequency
content of the jitter in your design. They derive their
accuracy from a high degree of oversampling and a
narrow measurement bandwidth, and will uncover
deterministic jitter mechanisms not detected by 
oscilloscopes. These systems exhibit extremely low noise 
fl oors and must be immune to amplitude noise, which is one
reason why phase-noise systems are preferred for this
purpose over spectrum analyzers.

Low-level jitter analysis can be used as a design or
troubleshooting aid when examining noise-fl oor mecha-
nisms, phase locked loops, VCOs, crystal oscillators,
and other clocks and references, areas in which random
jitter needs to be carefully monitored. Using a precision
system based on frequency-domain phase measurement
techniques is critical for this type of analysis.

Spectral evaluation often leads to great insights into
design and system idiosyncrasies not observable by
other techniques. However, low-level analysis is limited
to jitter components less than 200 MHz,
substantially below the full bandwidth
many standards stipulate,
so other jitter analysis tools are
also required for spectral analysis
requiring greater bandwidth.

Figure 21: Agilent 81134A pulse/pattern generator
Figure 22: Agilent JS-1000 low-level
phase noise/spectrum analyzer
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Real-time sampling oscilloscopes
High-speed real-time digital storage oscilloscopes
(DSOs) are the most versatile, fl exible, and commonly
used instruments for jitter analysis. A rule of thumb
is that the bandwidth of analysis should be at least
1.8 times the maximum bit rate for a non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) serial signal, so this limits a DSO with a
6-GHz bandwidth to a maximum rate of 3.2 Gbps.
These oscilloscopes, as a class, exhibit a jitter
measurement fl oor of less than 1.5 ps of jitter.

DSOs oversample a signal at least 2 times and usually
more than 3.5 times the maximum bandwidth possible
in order to capture the entire signal in a single acquisition.
They may interpolate between these samples to
increase the effective time resolution of a waveform
capture. Oversampling oscilloscopes acquire a signal in
about a tenth of the time of undersampling oscilloscopes
(such as digital communications analyzers), but are
considered slow compared to a BERT with respect to
appraising edge-to-edge metrics.

You can route signals directly to an oscilloscope or tap
an active circuit using high-bandwidth probes. Care must
be taken to select and use probes correctly, as these are
often the weakest link in a data acquisition setup.

After a waveform is captured, many measurement and
display functions can be employed such as producing
eye diagrams, recovering the transmitter clock, and
determining Time Interval Error, duty-cycle, rise-time,
and fall-time parameters. Oscilloscopes can display
histograms and trend lines for any of these parameters,
and perform FFTs to determine frequency content of the
data. They can obtain a variety of jitter parameters such
as cycle to cycle, n cycle, period, and delay, and can
simultaneously display the data waveform, time-trend
data, and the FFT of these measurements (as shown in
Figure 17), giving great diagnostic abilities.

Oscilloscopes can also be
used in conjunction with
jitter analysis software
to provide further
capabilities such as
random/deterministic
jitter separation, and to
tailor the measurements
to specifi c standards.

Figure 23: Agilent 80000B Series Infiniium Oscilloscope

Digital communications analyzers (DCAs)
DCAs are members of the oscilloscope family, but the
undersampling method they use results in signifi cant
differences from a DSO. They can reach bandwidths
exceeding 80 GHz. Using the above-mentioned rules of
thumb for NRZ serial communications, these instruments
are also the only oscilloscopes that can be used for data
rates above 3.2 Gbps.

They accomplish this with an undersampling method
that requires a repetitive signal. Given that repetitive
signal and a reference related to it the DCA samples at
times internally derived and offset in time from each
successive trigger, and thus fi lls out the waveform in
piecemeal fashion. This requires a very precise time
base, and the undersampling method requires more time
to acquire a waveform than oversampling methods.
DCAs require a low-jitter trigger event and cannot
capture contiguous cycles on one trigger.

DCAs are the only oscilloscope option for data rates
exceeding 3.2 Gbps, but they can be used for eye diagram
analysis at all data rates, and have the fl exibility
to perform other functions such as time domain
refl ectometry. DCAs are also less expensive than
comparable-bandwidth DSOs.

Figure 24: Agilent 86100B Infiniium DCA
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Bit error ratio testers (BERTs)
Bit error ratio is a key performance metric in digital
communications designs, and BERTs play a signifi cant
role in testing these systems. They provide
comprehensive stimulus/response testing, but can also
perform stimulus-only and response-only functions.
BERTs provide solutions up to 45 Gbps and come in
different confi gurations: serial only, serial to parallel,
parallel to serial, and parallel to parallel. These confi gura-
tions allow them to test a wide variety of different
systems, a good example being serializer to deserializer
(SERDES) modules. BERTs count every edge or transition 
on a waveform, so provide the fastest measurement on a 
per-transition basis.

BERTs allow adjustment of the sample-time location and 
the threshold levels. These features are useful for generat-
ing point eye diagrams and iso-BER diagrams (with contour 
lines delimiting equal probability areas in the eye diagram). 
BERT tools enable bathtub plot creation, bathtub plot
extrapolation (which speeds the creation of bathtub
plots), and random/deterministic jitter separation.

Logic analyzers with EyeScan
Logic analyzers are usually not considered for obtaining
parametric measurements or studying jitter.
However, when equipped with a feature called
EyeScan, they can monitor every edge of up to 300
parallel lines simultaneously on systems up to 1.5 Gbps,
and so are ideal for analyzing skew on parallel buses.
EyeScan can provide measurements with 10 ps of
resolution. If a trace exhibits excessive skew or eye
closure, the user interface allows you to activate
that trace independently to focus in on it.

Figure 25: Agilent N4906A Series BERT

Figure 26: Agilent 16900B Logic Analyzer and EyeScan
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Best Fit Good Fit Fair Fit

Choose your tools wisely
Agilent Technologies can supply all 
the tools you need to study jitter in the 
digital systems you design. As systems 
continue to become faster and more 
complex, maintaining signal integrity 
will become an increasingly important 
part of assessing digital designs, and
will be necessary to meet the ever 
decreasing product cycle times.
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